Simon Says Stamp – Pawsome Love and Window Frames

Technique: Cops/die cutting

TIME: 30 - 45 minutes

STAMPS:
SSS – Window Frames and
SSS Pawsome Love

INKS:
Gina K Amalgam Black Ink
Versamark embossing ink

COPIC MARKERS:
Browns: E31, E35, E57
Pinks RV13, RV14, RV25, R59
Tag YR24
Hearts around window:
Zig Clean Color Markers, #022, 026

ACCESSORIES:
Gemini Jr Die Cutting Machine
SSS – Tri Square Wafer Thin Die
Pawsome Love Dies
Heat Tool
Ranger Anti-static pouch
SSS White Embossing Powder

MISTI Stamping Tool
Tombow Tape Runner
Buttons Galore & More Sweethearts embellishments
My Favorite Things Square Shaker Trio Pouch
Tombow Multi-purpose White Glue
Foam tape
Silicone Bone Folder
Tim Holtz Guillotine Paper Cutter
¼” scor tape
Water brush
Score Pal Mini
Picket Fence, Stamp Scrubber

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
SSS Cotton Candy
PolkaDoodles Timeless Rose
Neenah Solar White 80#

Watercolor paper

5-1/2 x 8-1/2 score and fold at 4-1/4 – card base
4 x 4-1/4 – card front
1-3/4 x 4-3/4 – backing on shaker
2 x 4 – stamp, color and die cut dog
3 x 5-1/2 – hearts frame, stamp, color and cut out.
DIRECTIONS:

1. Use the Misti Stamping tool to stamp the heart frame onto the watercolor paper.
2. Use the Zig Markers and the water brush to color the hearts and then fussy cut them out.
3. Use the Misti Stamping Tool to stamp the dog, color him with the Cops and die cut him with the coordinating die.
4. Die Cut the 3 squares down the left side of the patterned paper.
5. Place the ¼" scor tape on both sides of the trio pouch.
6. Remove the protective cover from the front tape and slide it into the three cut squares front the back, so that it sticks to the back of the patterned paper.
7. Fill with the Sweethearts embellishments.
8. Remove the protective cover from the tape on the back of the trio pouch and cover with the white cardstock.
9. Use more score tape to attach the card front to the card base.
10. Use Glue dots or white glue to attach the cut-out hearts around the squares.
11. White heat emboss three sentiments onto scraps of black cardstock.
12. Trim tight and use glue dots to attach over the shaker squares.
13. Use foam tape to attach the dog.
14. Clean the stamp with the stamp scrubber.

Happy Stamping

Here are the supplies used. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, I truly appreciate it.

Simon Says Clear Stamps WINDOW FRAMES...
[ SSS ]

Simon Says Stamps And Dies PAWSOME...
[ SSS ]

Simon Says Clear Stamps PAWSOME LOVE...
[ SSS ]
- Simon Says Stamp PAWSOME LOVE Wafer...
- Buttons Galore and More SPRINKLETZ...
- Simon Says Stamp TRI SQUARE Wafer...
- My Favorite Things SQUARE SHAKER TRIO...
- Simon Says Stamp Card Kit of the...
- Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...
- Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...
- Polkadoodles TIMELESS ROSE 6x6 Paper...
- Neenah Classic Crest 80 LB SMOOTH...
Arches COLD PRESS Watercolor Pad...

Tsukineko Versamark Emboss Ink Pad...

Simon Says Stamp Embossing Powder...

NEW 2020 Wagner Precision Heat Tool...

Ranger Anti Static Pouch Ink62332

Tombow Mono Multi Liquid Glue Two...

Zots Medium Clear Adhesive Dots...

Scor-Tape 0.125 Inch Crafting Tape

Simon Says Stamp Big Momma Foam Tape...
Tombow MONO Adhesive PERMANENT Tape...

Tombow MONO Adhesive Tape Dispenser...

3M Scotch DOUBLE-SIDED FOAM TAPE...

Copic Sketch Marker E31 BRICK BEIGE...

Copic Sketch Marker E35 CHAMOIS Light...

Copic Sketch Marker E57 LIGHT WALNUT...

Copic Sketch Marker RV13 TENDER PINK...

Copic Sketch Marker RV14 BEGONIA PINK...

Copic Sketch Marker RV25 DOG ROSE...

Copic Sketch Marker R59 CARDINAL...

Copic Sketch MARKER YR24 PALE SEPIA...

Zig CLEAN COLOR 36 SET Real Brush...